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Mr. Norman M. Curtis
Vice President - Engineering

8 Construction
Pennsylvania Power A Light Company,
2 North Ninth Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18101
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SUBJECT: SUSgUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION UNIT flOS. 152 - REQUEST
TO USE ASME CODE CASES

In your 1etter to 0. O. Parr, dated March 13, 1980, you oroposed to use ASME
Code Cases H-234, "Time Between Ultrasonic Calibration Checks" and iN-235, .
"Ultrasonic Calibration Checks for Section V" in the reactor pressure vessel
preservice fnspectfon program. Code Cases H-234 and IH-235 were evaluated by
the NRC staff and have been approved for use in the Susquehanna or service
inspection program.

Sincerely,

ccs: See next page
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Hr. Norman W. Curtis

cc: Mr. Earle M. Head
Project Engineering Manager
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Al 1 entown, Pennsyl vani a 18101

Jay Si lberg, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts &

Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N. W.
Washington, 0. C. 20036

Hr. William E. Barberich,
Nuclear Licensing Group Supervisor
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Al 1 entown, Pennsyl vani a 18101

Edward M. Nagel, Esquire
General Counsel and Secretary
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company
2 North Ninth Street
Al 1 entown, Pennsyl vani a 18101

Bryan Snapp, Esq.
Pennsyl vania Power & Light Company
901 Hamilton Street
Al 1 ento', Pennsyl vani a 18101

Robert H. Ga I 1 o
Resident Inspector
P, 0. Box 52
Shickshinny, Pennsyl vani a 18655

Susquehanna Environmental Advocates
clo Gerald Schultz, Esq.
500 South River Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

John L. Anderson
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Union Carbide Corporation
Bldg. 3500, P. 0. Box X

Oak Ridge,. Tennessee 37830

Mr. Robert J. Shovl in
Project Hanager
Pennsylvania Power and Light Co,
2 North Ninth Street
Al lentor, Pennsyl vania 18101

Hatias F. Travieso-Oiaz, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts &

Trowbridge
1800 H Street, N. W,

Washington, 0. C. 20036

Or. Judith H. Johnsrud
Co-Oirector

,Environmental Coalition on
Nuclear Power

433 Orlando Avenue
State College, PA 16801

Hr. Thomas H. Gerusky, Oi rector
Bureau of Radiation Protection
Department of Environmental

Resources
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
P. 0. Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA 17120

hs. Colleen Marsh
Box 538A, RQ44
Mountain Top, PA 18707

Hrs. Irene Lemanowicz, Chairperson
The Citizens Against Nuclear

Oangers
P. 0. Box 377
R041
Berwick, PA 18503
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

June 26, 1980
g/N

9

„~Is'

~ ~

TO ALL APPLICANTS FOR CONSTRUCTION. PERMITS AND OPERATING LICENSES

SUBJECT: FURTHER COMMISSION GUIDANCE FOR POWER REACTOR OPERATING LICENSES

On June 16, 1980, the Nuclear Regulatory'ommi,ssion issued its policy
statement'egardingthe requirements to be met for current operating license applications.

The requirements are derived from the NRC's Action Plan (NUREG-0660) and are
found in NUREG-0694, "TMI-Related Requirements for New Operating Licenses".
They are deemed to be necessary and sufficient for responding to the TMI-2
accident, and current operating license applications should be measured against
the NRC regulations as augmented by these requirements. A copy of this policy
statement is enclosed.

Copies of NUREG-0694 are being produced and wi 11 be provided to you under
separate cover in the near future.

incerely,

Enclosure:
Policy Statement

re G. 'senhu , irect r
Division of Licensing

CC:
Service List
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U ST NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
'J

FURTHER COMMISSION GUIDANCE
FOR POWER REACTOR OPERATING LICENSES

STATEMENT OF"POLICY *"

ll pOC;: TED

USNRr

JUN 161980 ~

Of;:ice of tire Secretary
8""~eii,".„" G Service

8;en."h

Q>
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I. BACKGROUND

After the March 1979 accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2, the

Commission directed its technical review resources to assuring

the safety of operating power reactors rather than to the issuance

of new licenses. Furthermore, the Commission .decided that power

reactor .licensing should not continue. until the assessment of the

TMI accident had been substantially completed and comprehensive

improvements in both the operation and regulation of nuclear

power plants had been set in motion.

At a meeting on May 30, 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

decided to issue policy guidance addressing general principles
j\

for reaching licensing decisions and to provide specific guidance

for near-term operating license cases. — In November 1979, the1/

Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued the policy guidance in the
2/form of an amendment to 10 CFR Part 2 of its regulations,—

describing the approach to be taken by the Commission regarding
h

licensing of powei reactors. In particular, the Commission noted

that it would "be providing case-by-case guidance on changes in

regulatory. policies." The Commission has now acted on three

operating licenses, has given extensive consideration to issues

arising as a result of the Three Mile Island accident, and is

able to provide general guidance.

* All footnotes for this statement of policy appear. at end of text,
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Following the accident at Three Mile Island 2, the President

established a Commission to make recommendations regarding

changes necessary to improve nuclear safety. In May 1979, the
I

Nuclear Regulatory Commission established a Lessons Learned Task

Force",— to determine what actions were required for new operatingt
!

4

lic'en'ses and chartered a Special Inquiry Group to examine all
facets of the accident and its causes. These groups have'public.shh'd

their.'eports.—4/

r

The Lessons Learned Task Force led to NUREG-0578, "TMI-2 Lessons

Learned Task Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations"

and NUREG-'0585, "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Final Report.,"

The Commission addressed these reports in meetings on September 6,

September 14, October 14, and October 16, 1979. 'ollowing
C

rt

release of the report of the Presidential, Commission, the Coqmission
4

provided a preliminary set of responses to the recommendations in
E

I
'

'that report. — This response provided broad policy directions

for development of an NRC Action Plan, work on which was begun in
It

November 1979. During the development of the Action Plan, the
r

4

Special Inquiry Group Report was received, which had the "benefit,
4 II

of review by panels. of outside consultants representing a cross,

section of technical and public views. This "report provided
I

F

"additional recommendations.

-6/'The Action Plan- was developed toI,prove.de a comprehensive and

integrated plan for the actions judged appropriate by the
Nuclear',4

f ,
"t,



Regulatory Commission to correct or improve the regulation „and

operation of nuclear facilities based on the experience from the

accident at TMI-2 and the official studies and investigations of
the accident. In developing the Action Plan, the various recom»

mendations and.possible actions of all the principal investigations
were assessed,and either rejected, adopted or modified. A detailed
summary of the development and,review process for the Action Plan

is provided in NVREG-0694, "TMI-Related Requirements For New

Operating Licenses."

Actions to improve the safety of nuclear power plants now operating
were judged to be necessary immediately after the accident and

could not be delayed until the Action Plan was developed, although
k

they were subsequently included in the Action Plan. Such actions
came from the Bulletins and Orders issued immediately after the
accident, the first report of the Lessons-Learned Task Force issued
in July 1979, the recommendations of the Emergency Preparedness

Task Force, and the NRC staff and Commission. Before these

immediate actions were applied to operating plants, they were

approved by the Commission. Many of the required immediate actions
have already been taken by 'censees and most are scheduled to be

complete by the end of 1980.

On February 7, 1980, based on its review of initial drafts of the
Action Plan, the Commission approved a listing of near-term

operating license (NTOL) requirements, as being necessary but not
necessarily sufficient TMI-related requirements, for granting new



operating licenses.'ince then, the fuel load requiremen'ts on

the NTOL list have

ing licenses., with

low power testing,

been used by the Commission in granting operat-

limited authorizations for fuel loading and
'f

Ifor Sequoyah, Salem, and North Anna.

On May',15, 1980, a'fter review of the last version of the Action
/

Plan, the Commission approved a list of "Requir'ements For New
II

t,) ~Op'erat'ing Licenses", now contained in NUREG-0694, — wh'ich 'the''staff
r'ecommended for imposition on cuxrent opera't!ing license'-appl'i'cant's'.,''

That list was recast from the previous 'NTOL list and s'e'ts
forth'four

type's of TMI-'rel'ated requirements and actions for n'w operat-

ing licenses: (1) those required to be completed by a license
appl'icant 'prior to recezving a fuel-loading and low-powei testing
license, (2) those required, to be completed by a license'pplicant

,Ito'pe'rate at appreciable power levels up to full power, ('3) those'

the NRC''il'1 take prior to issuing a fuel-loadin'g and''ow-power.

t'esti'ng''or full-power 'operating license, and (4) those requir'ed'o
V

K

be" completed by a licensee prior to "a specifi'ed date. The
Commissi'on'lso

appr'ove'd'he staff's recommendation that the remaining items

from the TMI 'r'eviews should be implemented or consi;dered'v'er
time''o

further'nhance s'a'fety.

In'. appro'ving. the', schedules for developing

in requirements, the Commission's primary.

safe'ty significance of the issues and the
I

an'd implementing changes'

cons'iderations were
the'mmediacyof the'eed



for corrective actions. As discussed above, many actions were taken

to improve safety immediately or soon after the accident. These

actions were generally considered to be interim improvements. In
scheduling the remaining improvements, the -availability of both NRC

and industry -resources was considered, as well as the safety, sig-
nificance of the actions. Thus, the Action Plan approved by the
Commission presents a sequence of actions that will result in a

gradually increasing. improvement in safety as individual actions
are completed and the initial immediate actions are replaced or
supplemented by longer term improvements.

1

II. COMMISSION DECISION

Based upon its extensive review and consideration of the issues

arising as a result of the Three Mile Island accident, the Com»

mission has concluded that the above-mentioned list of TMI-related
requirements for new operating licenses found"in NUREG-0694 is
necessary and sufficient for responding to the TMI-2 accident.
The Commission has decided that current operating license appli-
cations should be measured against the regulations, as augmented

by these requirements.— In general, the remaining items of thes/
P t

Action Plan should be addressed through the normal process for
development and adoption of new requirements rather than through
immediate imposition on pending applications.



IXI.,LITIGATIONOF TMI-2 ISSUES XN
(OPERATING LICENSE PROCEEDINGS

In the November 1979 policy statement, the Commission provided th'

follpwing guidance for the conduct of adjudicatory proceedings:

Xn reaching their decisions, the Boards should interpret
existing regulations and regulatory policies with due
~'consideration to the implications for those regulations
,and policies of the Three Mile Island Accident. In this
«regard, it should be understood that as a result, of
analyses still underway, the Commission may change its
present regulations and regulatory policies in important
aspects and thus compliance with existing regulations
may turn out to no longer warrant, approval of a license,
application.

The Commission is now able to give the Boards more guidance.

The Commissk.on believes the TMI-related operating license require-

ments list as derived from the process described above must b'e the

principal basis for consideration of TMI™related issues in the

adjudicatory process. There are several reasons for this. First,
.this represents 'a major effort by the staff and Commissioners to
address an almost overwhelming number of issues in a coherent and

coordinated fashion. Xt is extremely doubtful this process can be

reproduced in k.ndividual proceedings. Second, the NRC does not

have the resources to litigate the entire Action Plan in each

proceeding, nor does it believe it would be a responsible decision

to do so. Third, many of the decisions involve policy rather than

factual or legal decisk.ons. Most of these are more appropriately



addressed by the Commission itself on a generic basis than by an

individual licensing board in a particular case. Consequently,

the Commission has chosen to adopt the following policy regarding

litigation of TNI-related issues in operating license proceedings.

The TMI-related "Requirements For New Operating Licenses" adopted

herein can, in terms of their relationship to existing Commission

regulations, be put in two categories: (l) those that interpret,
refine or quantify the general language of existing regulations,
and (2) those that supplement the existing regulations by imposing

requirements in„addition to specific ones already contained therein.
Insofar as the first category -- refinement of existing regulations
—is concerned, the parties may challenge the new requirements as

unnecessary on the one hand or insufficient on the other. The

Atomic Safety and Licensing and Appeal Boards'resent authority
to raise issues sua ~s onte under 10 CFR 2.760a extends to this
first, category.

Insofar as the second category -- supplementation of existing
regulations, —is concerned, boards are to apply the new require-
ments unless they are challenged, but they may be litigated only
to a limited extent. Specifically, the boards may entertain con-

tentions asserting that the supplementation is. unnecessary (in
full or in part) and they may entertain contentions that one or

more of the supplementary requirements are not being complied



withi they. may not entertain contentions asserting thai. additional
supplementation is required. The boards'uthority to

raise'issues'ua

~sonte shall he suhject to the same limitations. Past adjudi-
catory decisions of the Commission have been clear that generally '

finding of compliance with the regulations entitles one to the

requested permit or license insofar as the requirements of the

Atomic Energy Act are concerned. — Accordingly, absent some9/

special showing, —no party has in the past been entitled to10/

litigate matters going beyond NRC regulations before boards;. The

Commission guidance on litigation of this second'ategory of
requirements will thus serve to expand the scope of permissible
contentions to include issues as to the necessity for or compliance

with certain TMI-related requirements that are supplementary to
existing regulations.

In order to focus litigation of TMI-.related issues, the Commission
i

instructs its staf f to utilize, to the maximum extent practicable,
the, Commi..sion',s, existing summary disposition procedures in respond-
ing. to TMI-related contentions.

The Commission believes that where the time for filing contentions
has expired in,a given case, no new TMI-related contentions should

be accepted absent a showing of good cause and balancing of the
factors in 10 CFR 2.714(a) (1) . The Commission expects strict
adherence to its regulations in this regard.



Also, present standards governing the reopening of hearing:records

to consider new evidence on TMI-related issues should be strictly
adhered to. Thus, for example, where initial decisions have been

issued, the record should not be reopened to take evidence on. some

TMI-related issue unless the party seeking reopening shows that

there is significant new evidence, not included in the record,

that materially affects the decision.

Separate and dissenting views of Commissioners Gilinsky and

Bradford are attached.*

amue
Secretary o he Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.

the 16th day of June, 1980.

* Section 201 of the Energy Reorganization Act, 42 U.S.C.
g 5841 provides that action of the Commission, shall be
determined by a "majority vote of the members present."
Commissioner Bradford was not present at this Affirmation
session, but had previously indicated his .intention to
dissent. Had Commissioner Bradford been present at the
meeting he would have dissented. Accordingly, the formal
vote of the Commission was 3-1 in favor of the decision.





FOOTNOTES

1/ "Staff Requirements — Discussion of Options Regarding Deferral
of Licenses," memorandum from Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary to
Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations, May 31, 1979.

2/ "Suspension of 10 CFR 2.764 and Statement of Policy on Conduct
of Adjudicatory Proceedings," 44 FR 65050 (November 9, 1979).

3/ "Lessons Learned from TMI-2 Accident," Roger Mattson to NRR
staff, May 31, 1979.

4/ Report of the President's Commission on The Accident at Three
Mile Island, "The Need for Change: The Legacy of TMI,"
October 1979;

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "TMI-2 Lessons Learned
Task Force Status Report and Short-Term Recommendations,"
NUREG-0578, July 1979;

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "TMI-2 Lessons Learned
Task Force Status Report," NUREG-0585, August 1979;

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Special Inquiry Group,
"Three Mile Island: A Report to the Commissioners and to the
Public," January 1980.

5/ U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "NRC Views and Analysis
of the Recommendations of the President's Commission on the
Accident at Three Mile Island," NUREG-.0632, November 1979.

6/ U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "NRC Action. Plans
Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident," NUREG-0660.

7/ U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "TMI-Related Requirements
for New Operating Licenses," NUREG-0694, June 1980.

8/ Consideration of applications for an operating license should
include the entire list of requirements unless an applicant
specifically requests an operating license with limited
authorization (e.g., fuel loading and low-power testing).

9/ Maine Yankee Atomic Power Com an (Maine Yankee Nuclear Power
Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-161, 6 AEC 1003 (1973), affirmedg
CLI-74-2, 7 AEC 2 (1974), a.firmed, Citizens for Safe Power
v. HRC, 524 F.2d 1291 (D.C. Cir. 1975).

10/ See 10 CFR 5 2.758.
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY'S SEPARATE VIEWS
REGARDING .THE COMMISSION'S POLICY STATEMENT

COMMISSION GUIDANCE FOR POWER REACTOR OPERATING LICENSES

I regard the Action Plan as a directive to the staff from
the Commission acting in its supervisory capacity and expect
that it will be given appropriate deference by the adjudicatory
boards. However, in view of the fact that the Action Plan
and the NTOL list are not regulations, and are not the
result of a public proceeding, they cannot be given the
weight of rules. Nor does the fact that the Commission
spent a great deal of time developing the Action Plan change
the situation. There were many items to deal with and the
Commission did not spend much time on each of them and verylittl'e on some. Moreover, as Commissioner Bradford has
pointed out, the industry has had extensive opportunities to
comment on the Action Plan and to obtain changes, which in
almost all cases have resulted in a reduction of the requirementsinitially proposed by the staff. To now limit litigation to
the issues of whether these requirements have been satisfied
or are excessive, and to exclude discussion of whether they
go far enough, is a manifestly unfair and unwise policy.





DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER BRADFORD

To curtail the rights of parties involved in NRC adjudicatory

proceedings through the device of a policy statement is, if it is

legal at all, a radical act requiring (one would have thought)

urgent justification. The justifications advanced in this case

amount to no more than a bored yawn toward the concerned public.

Specifically, they are: l) We have worked very hard,'and what

we have done is too complicated to defend; 2) We are too busy to

listen to you, and despite our $ 400 million annual budget, we can'

afford to hear you; — and 3) Because the plan involves "policy".l/
common to all cases rather than to a specif ic number of them, the

public should not be heard on it at .all. There are four reasons

why the Commission should not be taking this action, even assuming

that it has the power to do so.

First, the action embodies precisely the complacency that
the Kemeny Commission,, among others, suggested as a strong

contributing factor to the accident at Three Mile Island. Rather

than strengthening .the role of the public in NRC proceedings

as advocated by both the Kemeny Commission and the NRC's own

Special Inquiry Group Report, this action lessens the public's

l/ The statement that the Commission would have "to litigate
the entire Action Plan in each proceeding (policy statement,
page 6)" is of course false, and it reveals just how

little'he

Commission understands its own proceedings. The entire
Action Plan is not at issue here - only those items not
within the reach of current regulations. Furthermore, it
is inconceivable that each of those items (or even most of
them) would be litigated in every proceeding.
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abilit!y to comment on the adequacy of many of the technical

qespon'ses to Three Mile Island. This attitude that the regulatory~

agency, and the industry between them know best ignores a'series

of failures in the AEC/NRC licensing history of which Three Mile

Island was only the most dramatic example. It is noteworthy that ~

the staff, which did most of,, the work on which the Commission now
I

relies, did not recommend such a policy'tatement. It„, appears

that t!hey-may briefly have learned, more than the Commi»ssion.
I

Second, the action is clearly unfair. One set of prospective

litigpnts - the industry — has been extensively involved in the

development of the Action Plan. An industry panel met with the»

Commission, and the industry has been in constant contact with
I

4

the staff and in the providing of written comments throughout the

process. The plan has never'been put out for public comment, and

little or no public comment has taken place. However, as a result

of the Commission's actions,'the only group that will be permitted
Ito contest the questions at issue here will'e the indust'ry.

Thus, those who have had the" greatest say in shaping the Action

Plan. will now be able to challenge 'its requirements further,
while those who, have had no say in shaping it will be foreclosed

from challenging the very requirements that they have h'ad no

opportunity to comment on.

Third, this action is unnecessary. For one thing, legitimate

processes exist through rulemaking for the Commission- to develop

a document of general applicability. I would not have recommended
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it in this case, but such a process would at least have cured

the worst of the defects in the Commission action. Furthermoreg

even without a rulemaking, the Action Plan could have been used

to shape the staff position in NRC hearings. As a practical
matter, this would have made it a document of considerable

influence.'n uncontested cases, it would clearly have governed.

Intervenors in contested cases would have been taking on a very

heavy burden in trying to go against a staff position and convince

the Commission to change its mind on a document that it had

already approved. However, they would have least had had a

chance to prepare a record and to make the attempt.

Fourth,.the Commission's action does not lend the desired

certainty to the process. For one thing, it is certainly subject

to challenge pursuant to Pacific Gas and Electric Com an v.

Federal Power Commission, 506 F.2d 33 (D.C. Cir., 1974) . Should

such a challenge prevail, the Commission will have lost far more

time than it can possibly be saving through the measures taken

here.

For another thing, it makes no sense for the Commission to

take this action on the eve of the advent of a new Chairman, whose

appointment is part of the President's response to Three Nile

Island. In order that no party rely unduly on the policy statement

at this time, I am hereby giving notice that I intend to seek its
reconsideration and revocation upon the arrival of the President's

new appointee. It may of course be that no change will occur f

but at least the new appointee will
e

a vital policy which he or she must

have had a voice in choosing

preside over and defend.
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